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Introduction
This document provides an overview of Office Merge. Office Merge is used to merge records from one office to another and can also be used for data recovery.

The seven steps of Office Merge:
1. Backup the production database.
2. Add the Data Source of the production database to SmartMigrator.
3. Run a Schema Consistency Check on the production database to make certain that the database schemas are identical.
4. Backup the Target office.
5. Run Office Merge.
6. Run a Record Count Comparison.
7. Check the status of the data after the merge.

Important Considerations Prior to Beginning an Office Merge

- Make certain that the number of unused licenses for the Target office is equivalent to or exceeds the number of licenses being merged from the Source office. For example, if the Source office has five licenses, make certain that the Target office still has five or more unused licenses.

- Office Merge only checks for duplicate carrier and product records when enabled. It does not check for other duplicate records. It inserts the records from the Source office to the Target office, so there could be duplicate records. For duplicate user names it will insert the Login Names with the Office Name at the end (i.e., admin_LosAngeles) and all the records assigned to this user.
  
  o To clean up the duplicate contact records, generate the Duplicate Contacts Report from SmartOffice and then run a Contact Merge if necessary; or, delete the unwanted record.
  
  o For duplicate user names, reassign the contact records to the appropriate user from the Contact Summary by filtering contact records by Created By name, tagging the appropriate contacts and then selecting **Mass Assignment** from the expanded **More Features** menu.
Data Source Setup
1. After backing up the production database, select **Data Sources** from the expanded **Setup** menu.
2. From the Configure Data Source dialog box, click the **Add** button.

Schema Consistency Check
It is advisable to run a Schema Consistency Check prior to running office duplication to make certain that the schema file within the SmartMigrator application is in sync with the actual database schema.
1. Click the **Schema Consistency** menu item.
2. Select the production database and then click **Check** to display the Schema Consistency dialog box.
3. Use the default settings and then click the **OK** button.
When processing is done, a report will be generated. Make certain that there are no differences found. If differences are found, please contact the Project Manager.

**Backup the Target Office**

Backup the Target office prior to starting the merge process by using Office Duplication. If there are issues found after the Office Merge process, the Target office can be restored.

1. Select **Office Duplication** from the expanded **Office** menu.
2. As the Search Criteria, select the Target office and then create a duplicate of that office called Backup.
3. Click **Next** and then click **Create** to continue the Office Duplication.

4. After the Target office is duplicated, run a **Record Count Comparison** to check if all the data has been duplicated correctly.
5. If there are any differences on the record count, contact the Project Manager.
Record Count Comparison

Once the office duplication is completed, run the Record Count Comparison report.

1. Select **Record Count Comparison** from the expanded **Reports** menu.

2. From the Record Count Wizard – Step 1/2 dialog box, select the appropriate databases and then click **Next**.

3. From the Record Count Wizard – Step 2/2 dialog box, enter the office name for both the Source (Backup) and Target (Production) sections and then click **Finish**.

4. Once the Record Count Comparison check is finished, click **Close** to display the report.

5. Select the **Show Conflicts Only** option to display any missing records.
Office Merge

1. Select **Office Merge** from the expanded Office menu to display the SmartMigrator Wizard-Step [1-3] dialog box.
2. Select the Production database and then click the **Next** button.
3. From the SmartMigrator Wizard-Step [2-3] dialog box, enter the name of the Source Office and then click the **Source Office** hyperlink.
4. Enter the name of the Target office and then click the **Source Office** hyperlink.
5. Select the **Check for Duplicate Products and Vendors** option to avoid duplicate product and vendor data and then click **Next** to continue.
6. The criteria to Check for Duplicate Products and Vendors is as follows:

- **If duplicate Carriers and Products exist in the Target office**, none of the related data will be merged into the target office.
- **If duplicate Carriers exist in the Target office but with different products**, only the products that are not on the target office and all its related data will be merged into the target office.
- **If duplicate Products exist in the Target office but with different Carriers**, then it will merge the different Carrier and all its products to the target office.

7. From the Office Merge Setup Wizard -Step [3/3] dialog box, click **Merge** to continue.

8. If there are any license conflicts between the Source and Target offices, the Office Merge – Conflict in Licenses dialog box displays.
• **Stop the merge operation. Fix the licenses in the Target office and try again later.**
  This can be performed by making certain you have enough licenses to support both offices. Please contact the Project Manager for more information.

• **Proceed with the merge operation. Manage the licenses manually after the merge.**
  This will merge all the data from the Source to the Target but they cannot be viewed until the licenses are set up correctly.

• **Show the license information from the Source and Target offices.** This will display a report showing the license differences between the Source and Target offices.

9. If there are no license conflicts between the two offices, the confirmation dialog box displays.
Console
1. To check the status of the Office Merge, select the Console menu item.
2. From the Job Summary list, check if the Status is set to Completed, then click the Run Office Merge Report button to display the status of Office Merge.
3. To see if there were any errors during the process, tag the appropriate Job ID and then click the View Log button.

Check Data Integrity through SmartOffice
Log in to the Target office through SmartOffice to check if the data from the Source office has been merged successfully. Check at least five records with Policy, Account, Activity, Letter, Document and SmartPad Note information to see if all the data has been merged. If any issues are found, contact the Project Manager.